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The primary purpose of this study is to determine

whether there has been a change in attitude of newspaper

editors toward privacy matters. The study examines a 1976

survey of editors on some specific situations involving

privacy and compares that survey with one done for this

paper in the spring of 1983. The study also seeks to

determine whether such factors as circulation size, type of

readership and political philosophy have any influence on

privacy decisions made by editors.

The study shows that there has been a change in

attitudes. A chi square test showed that the comparison of

the two surveys was significant at .01. Figures gathered to

determine influences on privacy decisions were scattered

among many categories and too small to be statistically

significant.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Privacy means more than seclusion. And violation of

privacy can mean a law suit. But the law does not cover all

matters of privacy. Many gray areas involve ethics rather

than law. The news media are faced regularly with those gray

areas. They usually involve public records and the public's

right to know. And they include such matters as death,

birth, divorce, and crime.

Newspaper editors traditionally have exercised the pub-

lic's right to know with little apparent regard for public

feeling. A growing public concern over matters of privacy

during the last two decades has brought attempts to restrict

the press' access to public records.

The efforts to legislate privacy seem to be related to

public discontent with the way the news media handle some

sensitive situations. For example, news media have been

criticized because they publish pictures of people injured

in traffic accidents, or because they publish the names of

witnesses to a crime or the names and addresses of persons

whose homes have been burglarized.

A survey by newspapers in several United States cities

1
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in 1977 showed that readers oppose publication of the name

of a person whose home has been burglarized, and they are

opposed to reporting the cause of death in suicide obitu-

aries (2, p. 14). A majority of the readers in those surveys

also said they opposed publication of pictures of people

injured in accidents or of people involved in personal tra-

gedies--such as a photo of a weeping parent of a drowning

victim.

A year before that reader survey, the Associated Press

Managing Editors surveyed editors on matters involving pri-

vacy (1, pp. 8-10). That 1976 survey showed that most edi-

tors favored publication of material that is legally

available to them through public records, even though the

material involves sensitive information. For example, they

favored identifying two women volunteers who were held up

while working in a hospital gift shop.

Some media critics have said newspapers and broad-

casters are insensitive. Readers have complained. Some news-

papers, in response to those complaints, have adopted poli-

cies regarding privacy matters that are not covered by law.

A newspaper cannot publish, without fear of possible legal

action, embarrassing private facts about an individual or

intrude upon a person's seclusion or solitude. But there is

little legal restraint on publication of the names of wit-

nesses to or victims of a crime, or of people involved in a

divorce, suicide, marriage, death, or birth. Most of those

matters involve privacy, but they also involve records that

.
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are usually open to public scrutiny. Birth records, however,

are not always open. Most newspapers obtain birth announce-

ments from hospitals, which may not make all births public.

And some states restrict access to certain divorce records.

The media can be held liable in privacy matters in four

distinct areas: appropriation of an individual's name or

likeness for commercial purposes without first getting con-

sent; intrusion upon a person's solitude; publication of

private information about a person; and publication of false

information about a person or putting someone in a false

light (4, p. 167). This paper does not deal with those legal

aspects. It focuses only on the ethical aspects of privacy

as it relates to newspapers and deals with self-restraint

rather than legal and social restraints.

Media defenders have been adamant in their assertion

that the public has a right to know. That right, they say,

is supported by the First Amendment. Therefore, some members

of the press have published without regard for the conse-

quences any information that is public record. They may le-

gally publish such information, of course, without fear of

being sued. The courts began a trend toward giving the press

absolute immunity in privacy and libel matters involving

public figures in 1964 with the New York Times Co. v. Sulli-

van case (3, p. 687). In recent years, however, the courts

have narrowed the definition of a public figure and eroded

press immunity. Some editors also have begun to weigh the

consequences of publication and have measured the public
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right to know against the public good. If publication of the

information will do more harm than good, and if the infor-

mation is not essential to the story, some editors have fa-

vored withholding publication of such material as the name

of a crime victim. Others will publish the victim's name but

not the address. Some still say the public must be informed,

however, and they cite the First Amendment as justification

for publishing any material that is public record.

The ethical question is whether the news media should

publish information that will cause discomfort to a person

simply because they have the right to publish that infor-

mation. For example, if two people desire for any reason to

keep their marriage a secret, should a newspaper publish the

notice of their intentions to wed? Or should a newspaper

publish a legally available birth notice of a child born to

an unwed mother if the mother requests that it not be pub-

lished?

Continued media avoidance of the ethical issues in-

volved in privacy matters could increase the public pressure

on legislative bodies to put additional legal restraints on

media access to information in public records.

Every session of the Texas Legislature in recent years

has seen several bills introduced that would limit media

access to public records. And a national task force has re-

commended restriction of press access to certain crime

records (5, p. 11).
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Statement of the Problem

The primary problem of this study is to determine

whether there has been a change in attitude of newspaper

editors toward privacy matters since 1976, the year of the

APME survey mentioned above. The secondary problem of this

study is to determine whether there is a relationship be-

tween a newspaper's attitude toward privacy and such factors

as newspaper circulation size, type of audience (rural, sub-

urban, metropolitan), and company philosophy.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to examine two surveys of

editors in matters involving privacy, one taken in 1976 and

one taken in 1983, and to determine whether editor attitudes

have changed over those seven years. In addition, this study

attempts to determine whether there is a relationship be-

tween circulation size, type of audience and company philos-

ophy, and a newspaper's attitude toward privacy situations.

Hypotheses

Newspaper editor attitudes toward matters dealing with

privacy issues have changed since the 1976 APME survey.

Newspapers are more apt to consider non-publication of pub-

lic record information in sensitive situations involving

privacy.

Smaller circulation newspapers are more apt to withhold

information in sensitive privacy situations than larger cir-

m M.W
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culation papers.

Newspapers that circulate in rural areas are more apt

to withhold information in sensitive privacy matters than

metropolitan papers.

A newspaper's philosophical and political stance--con-

servative, moderate or liberal--has little bearing on its

decisions involving privacy matters.

Review of Literature

Periodical indexes and Journalism Quarterly from 1975

to 1983 were reviewed in search of articles dealing with

surveys involving privacy matters. None dealt with the spe-

cifics involved in this survey, except the APME surveys

mentioned above. This researcher was personally involved in

the publication of both of those surveys.

Justification

Increasing concern in legislative bodies and among

readers about media handling of privacy matters requires

that more information be gathered about editor attitudes on

these matters. Any information regarding editor-reader atti-

tudes on sensitive issues should be helpful to editors in

making policy decisions in these times of declining news-

paper readership.
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Definition of Terms

Editors were asked in the survey questionnaire to

choose their readership classification: metropolitan, subur-

ban, or rural. Some newspapers with circulations at the

lower end of the scale responded that they had metropolitan

readership. This study will assume that those papers with

small circulations that called their readership metropolitan

meant that their readership was primarily in the city. Met-

ropolitan is generally thought to mean big city, but a

metropolis is the center of activity, regardless of size.

This study will define metropolitan readership as being pri-

marily in the city, as opposed to rural, regardless of size.

Privacy in this survey means an individual's or group's

need for or right to seclusion from public observation.

A sensitive situation is one that could result in phys-

ical, mental or property damage to an individual or group.

Limitations of the Study

This study follows a similar study of privacy situ-

ations made by the APME in 1976. The 1976 questionnaire was

not available so this study could not duplicate its format.

In addition, it was thought that more information was

needed, and more questions were asked in 1983 than in 1976.

As a result, there is no 1976 comparative base for some in-

formation gained in the 1983 study.

The study also deals with the abstract terms conserva-

tive, moderate, and liberal. Editors were asked to
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choose one of those terms in describing themselves and their

newspapers. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to de-

fine those terms precisely and in a manner that will satisfy

everyone. And the study does not attempt to define liberal,

moderate or conservative. One person's conservative is an-

other's liberal. The study merely uses those terms as

labels--chosen by the editors themselves--in an attempt to

draw some conclusions regarding political philosophy and

editor actions on privacy matters.

Methodology

Questionnaires were mailed to 200 daily newspaper ed-

itors in the United States. The newspapers were selected

from the Editor & Publisher International Year Book. Geogra-

phic balance was achieved by selecting newspapers from all

fifty states and the District of Columbia. To obtain balance

in size, fifty newspapers were selected in each of four cir-

culation groups: (1) 100,000 or more (2) between 50,000 and

99,999 (3) between 25,000 and 49,999 (4) under 25,000. Cir-

culation figures listed in the E&P directory were used to

determine the categories. If a newspaper in each category

could not be found in a state, a newspaper was selected from

another state in the same general area in order to obtain

fifty newspapers in each circulation category and to main-

tain geographic balance.

The first questions dealt with three privacy situ-

ations:

,. ,.
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--A holdup in a hospital gift shop in which two women

volunteers were the victims;

--A divorce case involving a member of a city council;

--A suicide attempt by an unemployed worker in a down-

town area.

Editors were asked whether they would identify those

involved and how much information they would use. Editors

also were asked to explain their handling of the situations

by checking one or more of several responses. The questions

were closed-ended, except when the editor selected the

"other" reason response. The editor was asked to write a

brief explanation of the "other" reason.

The questionnaire also asked whether the newspaper pub-

lished marriage license applications, divorce filings,

divorces granted, and birth announcements. Editors then were

asked to respond to three sets of questions dealing with

publication of that data and public requests for privacy.

The questions posed hypothetical cases and asked the editors

how they would respond to each situation. Those questions

too were closed-ended, but again if the editor's response

was "other," a brief explanation was requested.

Finally, the questionnaire sought general information

about the editors and their newspapers: whether the paper

has a policy on privacy matters; editor agreement with pol-

icy; political-philosophical leaning of the editor and the

newspaper; whether the state has a privacy law; circulation

size; whether the paper has competition, and whether the
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readership is metropolitan, suburban, or rural. Editors also

were asked whether they desired anonymity.

There was only one mailing.

Some of the information collected in the survey was not

comparable with the 1976 survey data, chiefly because of

differences in questionnaire format. A table in Appendix A

provides an indirect comparison of the publication of data

on marriage, divorce and birth. The table is mentioned in

Chapter V but no attempt is made to analyze figures in the

table.

There are two other Appendix tables. They are mainly

informational and are not analyzed in this paper. The table

in Appendix B relates responses to question No. 1 to answers

to the other key questions, and the table in Appendix C re-

lates political philosophy, circulation, and readership

type.

Organization

This study has six chapters. I, Introduction; II, Vic-

tims of Crime; III, A Case of Divorce; IV, A Suicide

Attempt; V, Marriage, Divorce and Birth Information; VI, The

Hypotheses; Appendices, Bibliography.
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CHAPTER II

VICTIMS OF CRIME

A Summary of Survey Data

There were 105 usable responses to the 200 survey ques-

tionnaires--a 52.5 per cent response rate. Anonymity was

requested by 36.2 per cent of the respondents; 54.3 did not

desire anonymity, and 9.5 per cent did not respond to that

question. Anonymity was offered to encourage candor.

The response was fairly well-balanced among the four

circulation sizes used in the survey: 27.6 per cent of the

respondents classified their newspaper as being in circu-

lation category 1, 23.8 per cent in category 2, 23.8 per

cent in category 3, and 24.8 per cent in category 4. (Each

category received 25 per cent of the questionnaires.)

Slightly more than 54 per cent said their readership was

primarily metropolitan, 26.7 per cent said it was suburban,

and 19 per cent said it was rural.

Nearly 22 per cent of the editors classified their

newspapers as conservative, but only 12.4 per cent said

their personal philosophy was conservative. Most editors

said they and their newspapers were moderate: 62.9 per cent

for the newspapers and 65.7 per cent for the editors. More

12
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than 12 per cent classified their newspapers as liberal, and

20 per cent of the editors classified themselves as liberal.

The figures indicate that if an editor and his newspaper are

not in philosophical agreement, the editor is apt to be lib-

eral.

Most of the newspapers--51.5 per cent--have some policy

regarding privacy matters. In the 1976 survey, only two edi-

tors said they had formal policies dealing with privacy

matters. Thirty-nine per cent said each case was decided on

its merits, and only 8.5 per cent have no privacy policy.

All the editors, except two who did not respond to the

question, said they agreed with their newspaper's policy on

privacy.

Fifty-seven per cent of the respondents said their

states had privacy laws regulating access to and use of per-

sonal information. Forty per cent have no such laws; 2 per

cent said such legislation was under consideration, and one

editor did not respond to the question. In the 1976 survey,

three editors said their states had laws relating to privacy

and the press and eight said such laws were under consider-

ation.

Most editors said their paper had competition for local

news from another daily newspaper--62.9 per cent--and 37.1

per cent had no competition.

Identifying a Victim

A White House task force recommended early in 1983 that
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addresses and telephone numbers of victims of crimes and

witnesses to crimes be kept secret unless a court ruled oth-

erwise (2, p. 11). The President's Task Force on Victims of

Crime said: "Victims and witnesses share a common, often

justified apprehension that they and members of their family

will be threatened or harassed as a result of their testi-

mony against violent criminals." The task force said that

although such fear could not be eliminated, it could be mit-

igated by keeping names and addresses from being made

public.

Jack Landau, executive director of the Reporters Com-

mittee for Freedom of the Press, a group that is seeking to

make more criminal records public, said trying to keep ad-

dresses and telephone numbers secret would be futile because

most are listed in telephone directories (2, p. 11).

The fear expressed in the introduction to this thesis--

that if the press does not show discretion in the publi-

cation of public record material the public will seek laws

to force the press to do so--seem justified by the task

force recommendation and Landau's reaction to it.

Has the press recognized the problem? There are indi-

cations in this study that it has. Editor response to some

specific privacy questions seems to have moderated since

1976.

The first question this study asked dealt with crime

victims. Editors were given this situation: A gift shop in a

local hospital is held up. Two women volunteers in the shop
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are the victims. They are tied up by the holdup men who then

flee with the money. The men have not been apprehended. The

names, addresses and ages of the women are legally available

to the media.

Editors were given four choices in handling the story:

publish the names and addresses of the women; publish only

the names; withhold any identification, take other action.

The next question listed nine reasons for the editors' han-

dling of the situation in question No. 1. Editors were asked

to check one or more responses. The reasons were compiled

from open-ended responses by editors in the 1976 survey.

They included such reasons as to protect the victim's pri-

vacy; names are important news; the names are public record

and the public has the right to know; the names are not es-

sential to the story, etc. (See survey questionnaire in Ap-

pendix D).

There were 60 responses to 150 questionnaires mailed in

the 1976 survey, a 40 per cent return. One hundred five re-

sponded in the 1983 survey--52.5 per cent of the 200

queried. Table I compares the general results of the two

surveys on the crime victim issue.

The significant changes in the years between the two

surveys were in the percentage of editors who said their

newspapers would publish full identification of the two wo-

men and in the percentage who qualified their response.

About 25 per cent fewer than 1976 said in the 1983 survey

that they would fully identify the women. And 28 per cent
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more said in 1983 that they would publish a qualified iden-

tification--that is, they would publish only partial

identification of the victims, or partial or no identifi-

cation if police or the women requested it. There was an

insignificant change in the percentage of editors who said

they definitely would not identify the women--.7 of a per

cent more in 1983 than in 1976.

TABLE I

A COMPARISON OF 1976 AND 1983 EDITOR
SURVEYS ON IDENTIFICATION OF

VICTIMS OF CRIME

Response Choices 1976 1983
Per Cent* Per Cent

Full identification 48.3 22.9
Qualified identification 36.7 64.7
No identification 11.7 12.4

N=60 N=105

X2 =13.33, df=2, Significant, p> .01.
*Response percentages do not total 100. Two editors did

not respond to the question.

It seems that the editors and the presidential task

force have been listening to the same complaints--the com-

plaints of newspaper readers who do not want publicized the

names of crime victims and other "news" that they consider

private. The 1977 APME survey mentioned in the Introduction

illustrates such reader concern (1, p. 14).

The twenty-four editors who said they would publish

:._ }s.,r. : .; r _. ,;w i..,a, ,-,.w r, a 11 .a., .. .ti ., a ,f,:,,,, xu ,,. , sa cca m. ,N _:G,
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complete identification of the victims gave most often the

reason "names are important news." They cited that reason

nineteen times. "The names are public record and the public

has a right to know," was cited fourteen times, and the fear

that making an exception for the two women would establish

an undesirable precedent was given as reason nine times.

The fifty-eight editors who said they would withhold

some identifying information on the women, either condi-

tionally or absolutely, most frequently gave the same

reasons as those who would publish all: important news (44),

right to know (31), and setting a precedent (23).

The reason cited most often--seven times--by the thir-

teen editors who said they would not publish the names of

the victims was that the names were not essential to the

story.

Circulation size or type of readership seemed to have

little influence on editor decisions to publish the names of

the victims. The responses were fairly evenly distributed

among the categories. Tables II and III match those two fac-

tors with the responses.

Only two editors with primarily suburban readership

said they would publish full identity of the women. That was

only 7 per cent of the 28 newspapers classified as suburban,

compared with 26 per cent of the metropolitan papers and 35

per cent of the rural papers. The category numbers are too

small to be significant.
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TABLE II

CRIME VICTIM IDENTITY QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO

CIRCULATION SIZE

100,000 Between Between Under
Response or More 50,000 25,000 25,000

and and

99,999 49,999

Publish all 7 8 5 4
Names only 14 13 14 17
No identity 3 4 5 1
Other 5 0 1 4

Total 29 25 25 26

TABLE III

CRIME VICTIM IDENTITY QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO
TYPE OF READERSHIP

Response Metropolitan Suburban Rural

Publish all 15 2 7
Names only 29 19 10
No identity 7 4 2
Other 6 3 1

Total 57 28 20

Table IV shows responses broken down by political phi-

losophy.
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TABLE IV

CRIME VICTIM IDENTITY QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

Response* Conservative Moderate Liberal

Publish all 8 9 6
Names only 13 40 4
No identity 0 11 2
Other 2 6 1

Total 23 66 13

*Three editors did not respond to the political philos-
ophy question.

Again the numbers are relatively insignificant. The

only noticeable factor in the totals was that there were no

conservative newspapers willing to publish a story that did

not identify the two women vicitms.
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CHAPTER III

A CASE OF DIVORCE

Divorce, it seems, has diminished in news value. The

1983 survey results on a question dealing with divorce

showed a shift in editor attitude similar to that in the

question dealing with crime victims. Newspapers were less

apt to publish the full details of a divorce story in 1983

than they were in 1976. And they were more apt to publish

less information.

The question, No. 3 in the survey questionnaire, asked

what the newspaper would do if a member of the city council

were sued for divorce. The question assumes that divorce

records are public. In some states, certain divorce infor-

mation is not public record. The editors were offered these

choices: publish all the details; publish a brief story;

publish a routine notice of the legal action; publish

nothing; take other action.

Again, the editors were asked to give a reason for

their newspaper's handling of the divorce matter. The rea-

sons included: divorce is common and not news; it is a

private matter; a public figure is involved and the public

has a right to know; it's interesting reading, etc.

21
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The most significant change in editor attitude about

the handling of the divorce story from 1976 to 1983 was that

17.3 per cent more editors said they would not publish a

story. Accordingly, there was a drop of 19.1 per cent in the

number of editors who said they would publish full details

of the divorce and an increase of 9.1 percent in the number

of editors who said they would handle the divorce routinely.

Table V compares the two surveys. The answer choices dif-

fered in the two surveys and to make comparison possible,

the responses "brief story," "routine notice," and "other"

were combined in Table V into the category "handle routinely

or conditionally."

TABLE V

A COMPARISON OF 1976 AND 1983 EDITOR
SURVEYS ON PUBLICATION OF

A DIVORCE STORY

Response Choices 1976 1983
Per Cent Per Cent

Publish full details 26.7 7.6
Handle routinely

or conditionally 63.3 72.4
Not publish 1.7 19

*N=60 **N=105

X2 =19.25, df=2, significant, p> .01.
*Five editors did not respond to the question.

**One editor did not respond to the question.

The reason for publishing all the details--eight edi-

tors said they would--was that it involved a public figure

F
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and the public had a right to know. Of the nineteen editors

who said they would not publish a story, seventeen said di-

vorce was common and not interesting news.

Only eight of the total 104 editors who responded to

that question said "divorce cases make interesting reading."

Among the large block of editors who would handle the

matter routinely or conditionally, the most often cited rea-

son (twenty-nine editors) was that the divorce was public

record. "Divorce suits are common and no longer news" was

cited by twenty-three editors and the public figure reason

was given by eighteen who would handle the matter routinely

or conditionally.

The factors of newspaper circulation size, type of

readership, and political philosophy seemed to have little

or no effect on editor response. Again, as was the case with

the previous question, the responses were scattered and pro-

duced relatively small figures in most categories. Tables

VI, VII, and VIII show those breakdowns.

No editor in the small group (under 25,000 circulation)

would publish all the details of the divorce--perhaps a re-

flection of a small community where most know what is

happening without publication of the news. Very few news-

papers in the other size categories indicated that they

would publish all the details, however. Most indicated that

they would handle the divorce routinely.
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TABLE VI

DIVORCE INFORMATION QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO

CIRCULATION SIZE

100,000 Between Between Under
Response* or More 50,000 25,000 25,000

and and
99,999 49,999

Publish all 3 3 2 0
Brief story 11 5 2 2
Routine notice 3 10 15 17
Not publish 3 6 5 6
Other 91 0 1

Total 29 25 24 26

*One editor did not respond to the question.

Table VII lists responses to the divorce question by

the type of readership.

TABLE VII

DIVORCE INFORMATION QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO
TYPE OF READERSHIP

Response* Metropolitan Suburban Rural

Publish all 5 2 1
Brief story 14 5 1
Routine notice 18 13 14
Not publish 11 5 4
Other 9 2 0

Total 57 27 20

*One editor did not respond to the question.
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Metropolitan newspapers showed more interest in pub-

lishing all the details of the divorce than suburban and

rural papers--five metropolitan compared with two suburban

and only one rural. Most in all categories would publish a

routine notice. About the same percentage of newspapers in

all categories would not publish the divorce--19.2 metropol-

itan, 18.5 suburban, and 20 rural.

Table VIII links response and newspaper political phil-

osophy.

TABLE VIII

DIVORCE INFORMATION QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO
POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

Response* Conservative Moderate Liberal

Publish all 4 3 1
Brief story 2 16 2
Routine notice 11 26 6
Not publish 5 12 3
Other 1 8 1

Total 23 65 13

*Three editors did not respond to the political philos-
ophy question and one did not respond to the divorce
question.

Political philosophy of the newspapers seemed to have

little effect on the way the editors handled the divorce

story. In fact, two of the three editors who did not respond

to the political philosophy question stated that their news-

paper's philosophy had no influence on newsroom decisions.
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Perhaps they are correct. There were slightly more conserva-

tive papers that were willing to publish all the details

than were moderates or liberals--17.4 per cent of the con-

servatives compared with 4.6 per cent of the moderates and

7.6 percent of the liberals. However, the raw figures are so

small--four conservatives, three moderates, and one liber-

al--that the differences have little significance.



CHAPTER V

A SUICIDE ATTEMPT

An unemployed factory worker is outside a window of a

downtown office building and is threatening to jump. He re-

mains on the window ledge for about an hour while police and

others attempt to talk him out of jumping to his death. Ef-

forts to dissuade him are successful and the man is taken

away and safely escorted to a hospital where he is to under-

go treatment. No charge has been filed against the man. What

would your newspaper report?

That situation was posed for editors in 1976 and again

in 1983 in national surveys. In both surveys, most editors

responded that they would identify the man who was at-

tempting to take his life by jumping off a building in a

public area. Sixty-five per cent in the 1976 survey said

they would identify the man and 65.7 per cent said they

would identify him in 1983.

However, more editors said they would not identify the

man in the 1983 survey than in the 1976 survey--28.6 per

cent to 15 per cent. The per cent of editors who would iden-

tify the man under certain conditions decreased--from 18.3

per cent in 1976 to 4.7 per cent in 1983. The per cent

27
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changes in those last two categories--no identification and

conditional identification--were the same: 13.6 per cent.

The two surveys are compared in Table IX.

TABLE IX

A COMPARISON OF 1976 AND 1983 EDITOR
SURVEYS ON IDENTIFICATION IN

A SUICIDE ATTEMPT

Responses 1976 1983
Per Cent Per Cent

Identify the man 65 65.7
Not identify him 15 28.6*
Conditional 18.3 4.7

N=60** N=105***

2X =10.26, df=2, significant p> .01.
*One editor said he would not publish the story.

**One editor did not answer the question.
***One editor did not answer the question.

The reasons given most often by the editors who would

identify the man were that the act took place in a public

area and the public should know the details, and that it was

a news event and the name is important. The former reason

was cited fifty-five times and the latter forty-five. The

next most popular reason was that the public has the right

to know--chosen by eight editors.

The most common reason for not identifying the man was

that the name was not important to the story--listed by

twenty-one editors. One editor, who would not publish a sto-

ry, said that the publicity could complicate the man's

Y iY
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treatment.

Tables X, XI, and XII break down the responses ac-

cording to circulation size, type of readership and politi-

cal philosophy.

TABLE X

SUICIDE STORY IDENTITY QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO

CIRCULATION SIZE

100,000 Between Between Under
Response* or more 50,000 25,000 25,000

and and

99,999 49,999

Identify the man 19 18 16 16
Don't identify hi 9 7 5 8
No story"1 0 0 1 0
Other 1 0 3 1

Total 29 25 25 25

*One editor did not respond to the divorce question.

The only newspaper that wouldn't publish a story (see

Tables X, XI and XII) was in circulation group No. 3, had

suburban readership, and its philosophy was moderate. Other

than the response to the no-story category, the other re-

sponses were fairly evenly distributed among the circu-

lation, readership and philosophical categories.

Table XI breaks down the responses according to type of

readership.

Table XII shows some difference among philosophical

categories, but not much. Fifty per cent of the liberal
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newspapers would identify the man, whereas 69.5 per cent of

the conservative papers and 66.6 per cent of the moderates

would identify him.

TABLE XI

SUICIDE STORY IDENTITY QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO
TYPE OF READERSHIP

Response* Metropolitan Suburban Rural

Identify the man 38 15 16
Don't identify him 16 10 3
No story 0 1 0
Other 2 2 1

Total 56 28 20

*One editor did not respond to the divorce question.

TABLE XII

SUICIDE STORY IDENTITY QUESTION
RESPONSE ACCORDING TO
POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

Response* Conservative Moderate Liberal

Identify the man 16 44 6
Don't identify him 5 18 6
No story 0 1 0
Other 2 3 0

Total 23 66 12

*One editor did not respond to the divorce question and
three editors did not answer the philosophy question.
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Most editors classified their papers as moderate, thus

leaving the conservative and liberal categories with sparse

response and numbers too small to have any statistical sig-

nificance (See Table XII).



CHAPTER V

MARRIAGE, DIVORCE AND BIRTH INFORMATION

Who Publishes the Data?

Newspapers have considered it their obligation to con-

vey public record information to the public. Legal

information such as marriage license applications, divorce

filings and birth records have been recorded in newspapers

routinely. In fact, it is sometimes very difficult for a

person to keep such material out of the newspapers. The at-

titude of the press has been that it is public record and

the public has a right to know who is getting married, di-

vorced or born.

Some believe that marriage, divorce and birth are pri-

vate matters that affect only a few individuals. The fact

that they involve legal actions that must be placed in pub-

lic record doesn't make those actions community affairs. Is

the public good served by publication of such information?

If so, is the weight of that good greater than the value of

an individual's or couple's privacy? For example, what is to

be gained by making public the wedding of two persons who

had been thought to be already married? Is the public good

served by revealing that two people have decided to marry

32
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after many years of living together? Does that public good,

if there is any, outweigh the embarrassment to the couple?

Or is the whole incident merely gossip fodder? Similar

questions could surround a sensitive divorce or an illegiti-

mate birth.

TABLE XIII

PERCENT OF NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHING
MARRIAGE, DIVORCE AND BIRTH

INFORMATION

Items 1976 1983

Marriage licenses
Yes 78.3 60.9
No 21.7 36.1
N.A. .... 3

Divorce actions
Yes 78.3 68.5
No 21.7 30.5
N.A. .... 1

Birth announcements
Yes 86.7 91
No 13.3 14
N.A. . .. . 0

N=60 N=105

In some states, laws keep the media from obtaining some

information. Not all divorce records are made public and

birth information--generally provided by hospitals--can be

kept from the media at the request of the parents. Some

newspapers, especially those that serve large readerships,
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do not publish marriage, divorce and birth information as a

matter of policy because of the effort and space required to

do so.

Table XIII is a comparison of the number of newspapers

publishing and not publishing routine marriage, divorce and

birth information in 1976 and in 1983.

The table shows that publication of marriage license

filings and divorce actions declined from 1976 to 1983. The

publication of birth announcements, however, remained rela-

tively the same. Birth announcements, according to editor

comments included in the survey, were the most difficult to

obtain. In many cases, the newspapers have to rely upon pri-

vate hospitals or parents to provide the data. Whether be-

cause of difficulty in obtaining information, the size of

the task of compiling and publishing data, or because of

public pressure, newspapers seem to be publishing less rou-

tine public record material on marriage and divorce.

The next segments of this chapter will examine editor

response to three situations involving marriage, divorce and

birth records. The table in Appendix A shows editor response

to requests to withhold publication of marriage, divorce and

birth information in 1976 and 1983.

Because the question asked in the 1976 survey was gen-

eral--lumping marriage, divorce and birth information situ-

ations into one question--the results of the two surveys are

not directly comparable. The questionnaire in 1976 asked

only whether an editor would honor a request to withhold
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from publication information in any of the three categories.

The 1983 survey, in order to obtain more information, asked

specific questions in each of the three categories and also

sought reasons.

There will be no attempt in this chapter to compare the

two surveys. Instead the information will be examined for

the purpose of determining reasons for and influences on

editor action.

In examining the table in Appendix A, one should keep

in mind that the questions differed in the two surveys. Note

that the response categories are different. For example,

when comparing the 1976 percentages for those who would pub-

lish the data with those of 1983, one should combine the

"publish" and "conditionally withhold" figures to get a fig-

ure comparable to the 1976 percentage. Some who responded in

1976 that they would publish the data, added that they might

withhold publication under certain circumstances. No attempt

was made in 1976 to break down the "publish" and "condi-

tional" categories.

Also, one should note that the table has a "1980 ad-

justed" category. That column of percentages is based on the

number of editors who said they published the data. The to-

tal excludes those newspapers that do not publish the

information and those that did not respond to the question.

The percentages in the "1983" column are based on the full

105 responses. For example, using the 105 base, 38.1 per

cent of the editors said they would publish a marriage li-
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cense announcement despite a request to withhold the

information. Using the adjusted base--the 61 newspapers that

do publish marriage data--the percentage who would publish

is 65.6. There is quite a difference. The adjusted percent-

ages provide a more accurate picture of the situation

because it excludes those who would not publish the infor-

mation regardless of the request to withhold.

Because the 1976 survey counted the "no answers" (N.A.)

in the base, any comparison of the two surveys should make

use of the unadjusted 1983 figures. The differences in the

two surveys should be kept in mind, however, and one should

not make assumptions based on such shaky comparisons. The

Appendix A table information will be used in this chapter

only to illustrate 1983 frequencies.

A Request to Withhold Publication

A marriage is a private matter, but most who marry want

to tell everyone--they are proud of the step they have tak-

en. Occasionally, however, some would prefer not pub-

licizing a pending wedding.

A request to a newspaper to withhold publication of

marriage intentions involves issues similar to those ex-

plored in the previous three situations studied in Chapters

II, III, and IV. They involve the public's right to know,

the public's right to privacy, and the question: When does

the public good of publishing information outweigh the pub-

lic right to privacy?
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One question considered in this chapter deals with a

request by a couple, neither of whom is widely-known, to

withhold publication of their application for a marriage

license. Many newspapers publish such information routinely

in small type along with other legal data. Editors were

asked whether their newspaper would not publish the infor-

mation, publish it, or withhold the information under

certain circumstances. They were then asked to check one or

more reasons for their action: it's public record and the

public has a right to know; it's of little news value; no

reason to breach the couple's privacy; other.

Eighteen per cent of the editors said they would not

publish the marriage license information, 65.6 per cent said

they would publish it, and 16.4 per cent said they would

consider not publishing it under certain circumstances (See

table in Appendix A). The forty editors who would publish

the information cited the public's right to know--thir-

ty-four times--most often as the reason for not honoring the

couple's request. Of the eleven who would not publish the

information, honoring the couple's desire for privacy was

the preponderant reason--cited nine times.

Two open-ended responses to the reason question illus-

trate some concern for family privacy. One editor said, "We

publish all marriage licenses except when there are already

children from a long-term union." Another respondent said,

the editor must be supplied a letter from a minister

or doctor that health or moral reasons are involved." That

.
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editor said such a case could involve a couple who had been

granted a divorce, and decided to remarry.

Tables XIV, XV, and XVI break down the responses ac-

cording to circulation size, type of readership and

political philosophy of the newspapers. The numbers are too

small to be significant. However, they do provide some indi-

cation of the influence of those factors on privacy

decisions.

TABLE X:V

A COMPARISON OF CIRCULATION SIZE
AND RESPONSE TO QUESTION ON

MARRIAGE LICENSE DATA

100,000 Between Between Under
Response or More 50,000 25,000 25,000

and and
99,999 49,999

Not publish 1 3 0 7
Publish 11 13 9 7
Conditionally
withhold 0 4 4 2

Total 12 20 13 16

For example, eleven of the twelve newspapers--91.6 per

cent--in the group of over 100,000 circulation would publish

the couple's marriage intentions, but only 43.7 of the pa-

pers under 25,000 would publish it.
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TABLE XV

A COMPARISON OF READERSHIP TYPE
AND RESPONSE TO QUESTION ON

MARRIAGE LICENSE DATA

Response Metropolitan Suburban Rural

Not publish 2 6 3
Publish 27 7 6
Conditionally

withhold 4 3 3

Total 33 16 12

Rural papers, Table XV shows, are less apt to publish

the information--50 per cent--than the metropolitan pa-

pers--81.8 per cent.

TABLE XVI

A COMPARISON OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
AND RESPONSE TO QUESTION ON

MARRIAGE LICENSE DATA

Response Conservative Moderate Liberal

Not publish 6 3 2
Publish 5 29 4
Conditionally

withhold 2 5 2

Total 13 37 8

Table XVI shows that conservative papers are more in-

clined to withhold publication than liberal papers--46 per

cent to 25 per cent. And more than 78 per cent of the mod-

-rn
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erate newspapers said they would publish the information.

Publication of Divorce Records

The public's right to know--it's an often-used justifi-

cation for publication of information, particularly public

records. In the previous question, that reason was the most

popular choice among reasons editors gave for publishing

information about a marriage license application. Even more

editors used that reason to justfy publication of divorce

information.

Editors were asked whether they would publish infor-

mation about a routine divorce suit if one of the parties

involved requested that it be withheld. The choices: pub-

lish, not publish, and conditionally withhold publication.

Editors also were asked to select one or more of several

reasons for their responses: The public has a right to know;

divorce is private and has little news value; publication

will be withheld for a valid reason; other.

More editors favored publication of the divorce data

than were in favor of publishing the marriage infor-

mation--73.5 per cent compared with 65.6 per cent (See table

in Appendix A). The reason: The information is public record

and the public has a right to know--cited by forty-three of

the fifty editors who would publish the data. Nearly 15 per

cent said they would not publish the information and 16.4

per cent said they would withhold publication under certain

circumstances. The main reasons given for not publishing the
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material were that divorce is a private matter and has lit-

tle news value, and publication would be withheld for a

valid reason.

Table XVII, XVIII, and XIX break down the responses by

circulation size, type of readership and newspaper political

philosophy.

TABLE XVII

A COMPARISON OF CIRCULATION SIZE
AND RESPONSE TO QUESTION ON

DIVORCE ACTION DATA

100,000 Between Between Under
Response or More 50,000 25,000 25,000

and and
99,999 49,999

Not publish 0 3 0 7
Publish 13 15 14 8
Conditionally

withhold 0 1 2 5

Total 13 19 16 20

All the 100,000-or-more newspapers--thirteen--that re-

sponded to the divorce question said they would publish the

divorce data (See Table XVII). But of the papers under

25,000 circulation, only 40 per cent said they would publish

the divorce. The two middle circulation categories were

heavily in favor of publication.
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TABLE XVIII

A COMPARISON OF READERSHIP TYPE
AND RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION

ON DIVORCE ACTION DATA

Response Metropolitan Suburban Rural

Not publish 1 I 5 4
Publish 31 11 8
Conditionally
withhold 3 2 3

Total 35 18 15

TABLE XIX

A COMPARISON OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
AND RESPONSE TO QUESTION ON

DIVORCE ACTION DATA

Response Conservative Moderate Liberal

Not publish 4 3 3
Publish 8 35 5
Conditionally

withhold 2 4 1

Total 14 42 9

Again, the metropolitan newspapers favor publication.

Table XVIII shows that thirty-one of the thirty-five who

responded--88.5 per cent--said they would publish the di-

vorce. Only one metropolitan paper would not publish it.

Five suburban papers (27.7 per cent) and four rural papers

(26.6 per cent) said they would not publish the divorce da-

ta.
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The middle, as Table XIX shows, is the extreme. Most of

the moderates--83.3 per cent--would publish the divorce.

There is not much difference in the response of conserva-

tives and liberals--57.1 per cent of the conservatives would

publish and 55.5 per cent of the liberals.

Birth Records: A Change of Attitude

Editors have been quite strongly in favor of the pub-

lic's right to know in responding to questions in this

survey. The response to the question dealing with pub-

lication of birth records is a change. Most editors--69.9

per cent--said they would not publish the birth of a child

to an unwed mother who asked that it not be published (See

table in Appendix A).

Thirty-one of the fifty-eight editors who would not

publish the data said their reason for not publishing the

information was that publication would be withheld if the

mother requested. Fifteen editors said they would not pub-

lish the information because it would only make a bad

situation worse.

More than 8 per cent said they would publish the infor-

mation and 21.7 per cent said they would withhold

publication under certain circumstances. The main reason

given by those who would publish was, again, the public's

right to know. In this case, however, there were only five

who gave that reason. Seven of the 83 who responded to the

question said they would publish the birth.
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More editors responded to the birth question than to

either of the other questions dealing with routine public

information. The heavy response and the support of non-pub-

lication perhaps are an indication that motherhood commands

respect under any circumstances.

Tables XX, XXI, and XXII break down the responses ac-

cording to circulation size, type of readership, and

newspaper political philosophy. However, because of the hea-

vy response in favor of non-publication, they provide little

insight into the reasons for editor action. The responses of

those who would not publish are fairly evenly distributed

among the various categories. The other responses are scat-

tered small numbers that have little significance

statistically.

TABLE XX

A COMPARISON OF CIRCULATION SIZE
AND RESPONSE TO QUESTION ON

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT

100,000 Between Between Under
Response or More 50,000 25,000 25,000

and and
99,999 49,999

Not publish 8 16 14 20
Publish 3 2 1 1
Conditionally
withhold 5 2 6 5

Total 16 20 21 26

Three of the sixteen papers in the largest circulation
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group said they would publish the birth. Although the num-

bers are small, that figure is proportionately larger than

figures for the other groups in Table XX.

TABLE XXI

A COMPARISON OF READERSHIP TYPE
AND RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION

ON BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT

Response Metropolitan Suburban Rural

Not publish 28 17 13
Publish 6 0I
Conditionally
withhold 8 5 5

Total 42 22 19

TABLE XXII

A COMPARISON OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
AND RESPONSE TO QUESTION ON

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT

Response Conservative Moderate Liberal

Not Publish 16 32 9
Publish 0 6 1
Conditionally

withhold 5 11 1

Total 21 49 11

Table XXI shows that those who would not publish the

birth information are fairly evenly distributed among the

"
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three readership categories. Six of the forty-two metropol-

itan papers--14.2 per cent--said they would publish the

data. No suburban editors would publish it and only one ru-

ral paper said it would publish the birth announcement.

In Table XXII, the not-publish response is again evenly

distributed among the categories. Moderates seem to be the

only ones interested in publishing the birth--six of the

forty-nine who responded said they would. No conservative

newspaper and only one liberal paper would publish the data.



CHAPTER IV

THE HYPOTHESES

There Is a Change

There obviously has been some change in the way news-

paper editors deal with certain privacy matters. The tables

of comparison of editor response to the 1976 APME study with

the responses in the 1983 study illustrate that change and

support the first hypothesis of this paper: "Newspaper edi-

tor attitude toward matters dealing with privacy issues have

changed since the 1976 APME survey. Newspapers are more apt

to consider non-publication of public record information in

sensitive situations involving privacy." Chi square tests of

the comparisons affirm that they are not due to chance (p'>

.01) .

Table I shows a drop in the percentage of editors who

would fully identify the two women robbery victims--from

48.3 per cent in 1976 to 22.9 percent in 1983. The table

also shows a sizable increase in the percentage of editors

who would publish a qualified identification of the wo-

men--from 36.7 to 64.7. There was little change in the

percentage of editors who would not identify the women--ll.7

in 1976 and 12.4 in 1983.

47
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A similar change of attitude can be found in the fig-

ures in Table V dealing with publication of information on

the divorce suit of a city councilman. The percentage of

newspapers that would publish all the details of the divorce

dropped 19.1 per cent--from 26.7 in 1976 to 7.6 in 1983. The

percentage of editors who would handle the matter routinely

or conditionally rose from 63.3 to 72.4, and the newspapers

that would not publish the divorce increased by 17.3 per

cent--from 1.7 per cent in 1976 to 19 per cent in 1983.

The change was not as significant in the response to

the question dealing with a suicide attempt. Table IX shows

that the percentage of editors who would identify the man

remained about the same--65 in 1976 and 65.7 in 1983. But

there was a significant change in the percentage of news-

papers that would not identify the man. That number

increased 13.6 per cent from 15 per cent in 1976 to 28.6 per

cent in 1983. Included among those who would not identify

the man was one editor who would not even publish a story.

Editors who said that they might or might not identify the

man, depending on circumstances, decreased by exactly the

increment of increase in those who would not identify--13.6

per cent. Those statistics suggest that editors are having

less trouble making a decision on such matters.

Those three tables show definite changes and support

the first hypothesis.
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Insignificant Support

The second hypothesis is not supported with such

strength. In fact, the figures in support of it are rela-

tively insignificant. That hypothesis is "Smaller circu-

lation newspapers are more apt to withhold information in

sensitive privacy situations than larger circulation

papers."

The responses are scattered fairly evenly when broken

down by circulation. Where there are differences, the fig-

ures are small because of the scattering among many

categories and thus they are relatively insignificant. Table

II, dealing with crime victims, offers nothing startling.

Table VI shows us that the only category with no support for

publishing all the details of the city councilperson's di-

vorce was the under-25,000 group. And a suburban paper was

the only one that would not publish a story about the sui-

cide attempt.

There is a bit stronger evidence in support of the sec-

ond hypothesis in the last series of questions, those

dealing with routine legal records. Table XIV shows that

43.7 per cent of the papers under 25,000 circulation re-

sponding to that question would not publish a marriage

license filing if requested withhold, but 91.6 per cent of

the papers over 100,000 circulation would publish it.

Newspapers under 25,000 circulation responded similarly

to the next question dealing with divorce records.

Thirty-five per cent of those papers would not publish a
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notice if asked to do so. All of the papers over 100,000 and

most of the papers in the two in-between categories would

publish the data.

All the papers that responded to the question on birth

announcements were heavily in favor of withholding publi-

cation of a notice of the birth of an illegitimate child.

Rural Hypothesis Not Supported

The third hypothesis--"Newspapers that circulate in

rural areas are more apt to withhold information in sensi-

tive privacy matters than metropolitan papers" got no valid

statistical support in this survey. In fact, suburban papers

were more apt to withhold than either of the other two cate-

gories of papers.

Rural editors were more apt to publish full identity of

the women victims. Table III shows that 26 per cent of the

metropolitan newspapers, 7 per cent of the suburban papers

and 35 per cent of the rural papers would publish full iden-

tity of the robbery victims. Suburban papers appear to be

the most cautious of the three.

There was no significant difference in the responses

shown in Table VII on the city council divorce question.

Table XI, which deals with the suicide attempt, again showed

more caution among suburban papers. More than 53 per cent of

the suburban papers responding to that question would not

identify the man, while 67.8 per cent of the metropolitan

papers and 80 per cent of the rural papers said they would
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identify the man.

Suburban papers were more willing to withhold publi-

cation of marriage license information. Six per cent of the

metropolitan papers and 25 per cent of the rural papers

would withhold, but 37.5 per cent of the suburban editors

said they would not publish the data.

Rural papers had a slight edge in willingness to with-

hold in the response to the question dealing with routine

divorce matters. Table XVIII shows that 26.6 per cent of the

rural papers, 27.7 per cent of the suburban papers, and 12.8

per cent of the metropolitan papers would withhold infor-

mation.

All three categories were heavily in favor of not pub-

lishing the birth of a child to an unwed mother, but

suburban papers, with 77.2 per cent, offered the greatest

support for non-publication. Metropolitan papers were 66.7

per cent and rural editors 68.4 per cent in favor of with-

holding.

The evidence, although it is weak, could support a

guess that suburban papers are more prone to withhold. It

does not support the third hypothesis, that rural papers are

more apt to withhold.

A Tough Decision

The fourth hypothesis deals with a tough subject--sub-

jective classification. It always is difficult to put

people, newspapers, nations or groups into neat, tightly

,:4 J_ 4444 r _-r---- ~---i4.4 - .. , ,4-4--4-- ol -.. ,-.:a -- ei---.a-.., - ----------- .,x:..1:-4--:---*-------.---i.. - -
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defined classifications. And this study asked editors to

classify themselves and their papers as conservative, mod-

erate or liberal. Most said they and their newspapers were

moderate, perhaps trying to avoid choosing one extreme or

the other. It's easier to hedge than to make a definite dec-

laration.

The fourth hypothesis states, "A newspaper's philosoph-

ical and political stance--conservative, moderate or

liberal--has little bearing on its decision involving pri-

vacy matters." That hypothesis seems to be supported, but

the figures are small and scattered and not statistically

significant. Because most editors selected the moderate cat-

egory, there was little to compare in the extreme columns.

Let's look at some of the more notable figures. Table

IV shows that more liberal than conservative editors would

publish the names of the victims--46 per cent to 30 per

cent. The numbers that go with those percentages, however,

are much closer--eight and six. Fifty-six per cent of the

conservative newspapers would publish only the names of the

victims, and 61 per cent of the moderates and 31 per cent of

the liberals would publish only names.

Conservatives are slightly more prone to publish all

when the question is a city councilperson's divorce. Table

VII shows that four conservative editors would publish all

and three moderate and one liberal newspaper would publish

all. If percentages are used, the difference seems

greater--17.4 per cent, 4.6 and 7.6.
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Table XII on the suicide issue shows little difference

in the category that most editors chose--identifying the

man. The breakdown is 69.5 per cent of the conservatives in

favor of identifying him, 66.6 of the moderates, and 50 per

cent of the liberals.

Conservatives seem slightly more inclined to withhold

publication of marriage license data--46 per cent compared

with 8.1 per cent of the moderates and 25 per cent of the

liberals (See Table XVI). However, there was a greater per-

centage of liberals in favor of not publishing the routine

divorce notice--33.3 per cent compared with 28.8 per cent of

the conservatives and 7.1 per cent of the moderates (See

Table XIX). Again, the figures were small and statistically

invalid--four conservatives, three moderates and three lib-

erals.

Most in all categories favored non-publication of the

birth to an unwed mother. However, .the liberals had a slight

edge--87.8 per cent compared with 76.1 of the conservative

newspapers and 65.3 per cent of the moderates. The figures

are in Table XXII.

Conclusions

Editor attitudes toward matters dealing with privacy

have changed since 1976. The change is welcome. The presi-

dential task force recommendation that laws should withhold

from the press some information on crime victims and witnes-

ses is the product of years of obstinate media adherence to
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an old dogma--that the public has the right to know. That

dogma still lives, as this study shows, but more editors are

willing to consider the consequences of publication before

making decisions on matters involving privacy.

This report has presented strong evidence of that

change, but more study is needed to determine what influ-

ences newspaper editors in making decisions involving pri-

vacy. A larger sample would provide more information about

such factors as circulation, readership type, and political

philosophy. Greater numbers are needed in order to make all

responses statistically valid.



APPENDIX A

A COMPARISON OF PUBLICATION OF

MARRIAGE, DIVORCE AND BIRTH
INFORMATION FOR 1976

AND 1983

Response 1976* 1983 1983
Adjusted

All three items
Not publish 35 .... ....
Publish 58.3 *......

N.A. 6.7 .... ,...

Marriage licenses
Not publish .... 10.5 18
Publish . .. a38.1 65.6
Conditionally

withhold .... 9.5 16.4
N.A. .... 41.9 . .

Divorce actions
Not publish .... 9.5 14.7
Publish .... 47.7 73.5
Conditionally

withhold .... 7.6 11.8
N.A. .... 35.2 . .

Birth announcements
Not publish .... 55.2 69.9
Publish .... 6.7 8.4
Conditionally

withhold .... 17.1 21.7
N.A. .... 21 .. ,.

N=60 N=105 **

*Questions in the 1976 survey were worded differently.
**Marriage licenses N=61, divorce actions N=68, Birth

announcements N=83.

55
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APPENDIX B

A COMPARISON OF SITUATION QUESTION
RESPONSES COMPARED TO ANSWERS

TO CRIME VICTIM QUESTION

Response to question No. 1 Publish Names No Other
on victims of crime All Only ID

Total 24 58 13 10

Response to question No. 3
on council person divorce*

Publish all 4 4 0 0
Brief story 3 14 1 2
Routine story 9 26 6 4
Not publish 6 7 4 3
Other 2 6 2 1

Total 24 57 13 10

Response to question No. 5
on suicide attempt**

Identify the man 18 37 8 6
Don't identify him 6 17 4 2
No story 0 1 0 0
Other 0 3 1 1

Total 24 58 13 9

Response to question No. 8
on marriage announcement***

Not publish 1 7 1 1
Publish 8 27 3 2
Conditionally
withhold 4 3 2 1

Total 13 37 6 4
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APPENDIX B--Continued

Response to question No. 1 Publish Names No Other
on victims of crime All Only ID

Total 24 58 13 10

Response to question No. 10
on divorce action

Not publish 2 7 2 0
Publish 11 29 4 4
Conditionally

withhold 2 4 1 2

Total 15 40 7 6

Response to question No. 12
on birth announcement

Not publish 12 31 8 6
Publish 2 4 1 0
Conditionally
withhold 3 11 1 2

Total 17 46 10 8

*One editor did not respond to the question.
**One editor did not respond.

***Total response to the last three questions varies
because many newspapers do not publish some or all of those
public record data.

,, ... t . . p.:.---a - q ._ ar .. , .:.,..,. w-.:_ ,, .z... ,,,-.,, _. _. .. : . , .. ,_v -xsx. .i ... a~ P+. _.w;.a.,: . zr.,.1 .- - - - - _ _ ..
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APPENDIX C

A COMPARISON OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
WITH NEWSPAPER CIRCULATION AND

READERSHIP TYPE

Political philosophy* Conservative Moderate Liberal

Total 23 66 13

Circulation size
100,000 or more 2 22 4
50,000-99,999 7 15 2
25,000-49,999 3 17 3
Under 25,000 11 12 4

Type of readership
Metropolitan 10 35 9
Suburban 7 19 2
Rural 6 12 2

*Three editors did not respond to this question.
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APPENDIX D

PRIVACY SURVEY

This survey is being conducted by the Associated Press Managing Editors
Professional Standards Committee among a sampling of newspapers. Would you
please take a few minutes and answer the questions below. Your response will
be kept anonymous if you desire. Please indicate your desire regarding
anonymity by checking the appropriate space below.

() Yes
() No

Please mail your response to: Professional Standards Committee, c/o Paul
LaRocque, 2200 Green Gate, Arlington, Texas 76012. An addressed return
envelope is enclosed.

Results will be published in the committee's annual report, which will be
available at the AP M E annual meeting in the fall.

You may want to check more than one response to questions 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, and
13. If you mark the "other" choice for those questions, please write a brief
explanation in the space provided. All other questions require only one check
mark in the appropriate response space. Thank you for helping AP ME.

1. A gift shop in a.local hospital is held up. Two women who work as volunteers
in the shop are forced to give up the money and are tied up by the holdup men.
They flee with the money and are still at large. The names, ages and addresses
of the women are in the police report on the crime. In reporting the crime,
your newspaper would

() publish the names and addresses of the two women.
() publish only the names of the two women.
() not publish any information that would identify the two women.
(t) take action other than those listed above.

2. What is the reason for your newspaper's treatment of the incident described
in question No. 1?

() The names would not be used if the victims requested that they not
be used.

() To protect the victims' privacy.
() Names are important news.
() The names are public record and the public has a right to know.
() The names are not essential to the story.
() A simple holdup is no longer an important news story.
() If the names are withheld, others will want information withheld.
() Others may publish the names.
() Other.
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3. A member of your city council has been sued for divorce. The complaint is
public record. Your newspaper would

() publish all the details listed in the complaint.
() publish just a brief story with little detail.
() publish just a routine filing notice along with the other divorce

filings.
() not publish anything about the divorce.
() take action other than those listed above.

4. What is the reason for your answer to question No. 3?

() Divorce suits are common and no longer news.
() Divorce is a private matter.
() A public figure is involved and the public has a right to know all the

details.
() Divorce cases make interesting reading.
() The details are not important to the story.
() It's public record.
() Others will publish the details.
() Other.

5. An unemployed factory worker is perched on a window ledge of a downtown
office building, and he is threatening to jump. He is there for an hour before
police and others talk him out of jumping and escort him safely away. He is
hospitalized for treatment. He is not charged with a crime. Your newspaper
would

() publish a story identifying the man.
() publish a story that doesn't identify the man.
() not publish a story.
() take action other than those listed above.

6. What is the reason for your answer to question No. 5?

() It's public record and the public has a right to know.
() it's a news event and the name is important.
() The act took place in a public area and the public should be given

all the details.
() The publicity could complicate mental health treatment.
() The name is not important to the story.
() Others may use the name.
() Other.
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7. Does your newspaper publish

All Some None
marriage license applications? () () ( )
divorce filings? () () ( )
divorces granted? () () ( )
birth announcements? ) C) ( )

OF YOUR RESPONSE WAS "NONE" TO ALL OF THE ABOVE, SKIP QUESTIONS
8 THROUGH 13.)

8. A couple, neither of whom is widely-known, request that your newspaper not
publish the fact that they have applied for a marriage license. Your newspaper
would

() not publish the information.
C) publish the information.
() withhold publication under certain circumstances.

9. What is the reason for your answer to question No. 8?

() ft's public record and the public has a right to know.
C) Marriage license applications have little news value.
C) If a couple desires privacy, there's no reason to make the information

public.
() Other.

10. A person involved in a routine divorce suit requests that your newspaper notpublish any information about it. Your newspaper would

C) not publish the information.
C) publish the information.
t) withhold publication under certain circumstances.

11. What is the reason for your answer to question No. 10?

C) ft's public information and the public has a right to know.
C) Divorce is a private family matter and has little news value.
C) Publication is withheld for a valid reason.
C) Other.
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12. An unwed mother (not a celebrity) asks that you not publish an
announcement of the birth of her child. You have obtained the information from
the hospitaL Your newspaper would

() not publish the information.
() publish the information.
() withhold publication under certain circumstances.

13. What is the reason for your answer to question No. 12?

() Birth is a matter of public record and the public has a right to know.
() A birth is a private matter and it has little news value.
() Publication of the birth would only make a difficult situation worse.
() Publication would be withheld if the mother requested.
() Other.

14. Does your newspaper have a policy regarding privacy matters such as those
mentioned in the above cases?

() Yes
() No
() Each case is decided on its merits

15. Do you agree with your newspaper's policy on matters involving privacy?

() Yes
() No

16. How would you describe your newspaper's editorial philosophy?

() Conservative
() Moderate
() Liberal

17. How would describe yourself?

() Conservative
() Moderate
() Liberal

18. Does your state have a privacy Jaw or laws that regulates access to and use
of personal information?

() Yes
() No
() Under consideration
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19. What is the size of your newspaper's circulation?

() 100,000 or more
( ) Between 50,000 and 99,999
( ) Between 25,000 and 49,999

) Under 25,000

20. Does your newspaper have local news competition from another daily paper?

()Yes
C) No

21. Your newspaper's primary readership is

C) metropolitan.
C) suburban.

)ruraL

Newspaper's Name:

Your Name:
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